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internal auditory canal), imaging techniques (eg,
perfusion imaging), and clinical indications (eg,
pulmonary embolism) are commonly referred to
in radiology workflows but remain unaddressed in
the ICD-10-PCS codes.
ACR Common is another coding system,
which was developed by the ACR. This system
is designed to support clinical decision support
applications based on the ACR Appropriateness
Criteria, among other services. ACR Common
is not intended to compete with other standards
development efforts (16), and RSNA and ACR are
cooperating on interoperability between RadLex
Playbook and ACR Common.

Challenges of
Adopting Standardized Codes

While there are several benefits to adopting standardized procedure codes, there are also important challenges. First and foremost, a fundamental
task in the adoption of new codes is the mapping
of existing local codes to standardized codes. For
each local code, the goal is to select an appropriate matching standardized code. This work is
usually based on a given site’s chargemaster, or
some other master procedure list, which can range
in size from several hundred to several thousand
entries. Historically, this mapping work has been
performed manually; consequently, it has been a
tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone process.
Even with the best automated approaches available, human review is still required (17,18).
Several other factors may complicate the
mapping process. To conform to standardized
examination names, site personnel may choose
to update procedure naming conventions as part
of the mapping process. However, there may be
limitations regarding examination name length
or formatting for some radiology applications,
and this can complicate naming updates. Furthermore, even within a single radiology department, versions of the procedure name list may
exist in several places (eg, in RIS, PACS, reporting application systems, and modality consoles).
Some applications involving the use of radiology
procedure codes (eg, electronic health records)
may be managed at the enterprise rather than
department level. Maintaining the accuracy and
consistency of these lists across all systems can be
technically and organizationally challenging.
As the use of codes expands beyond a single
department or hospital to the enterprise level,
additional factors will come into play. The harmonization of codes across facilities within an
enterprise will introduce challenges that arise from
local variability in ordering and protocol patterns.
In particular, different sites often have different
perspectives regarding issues such as examination
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granularity, inclusion of the clinical indication in
the code name (eg, “CT abdomen/pelvis with IV
contrast” vs “CT abdomen/pelvis with IV contrast
for liver mass status post transarterial chemoembolization”), and specification of laterality in the
code set (eg, “XR Ankle” vs “XR Ankle Left” and
“XR Ankle Right”). On the other hand, the potential benefits of harmonizing radiology procedure
codes across an enterprise include worklist integration (eg, subspecialty interpretation across an
enterprise, regardless of the imaging location) and
the availability of a unified set of orderables (eg,
so that ordering physicians can request the same
imaging studies across the enterprise).
Codes may be standardized outside of an
enterprise for participation in a regional health
information organization or enrollment in quality
improvement programs. This type of code deployment may be less onerous than enterprise-level
integration, because there may be no need to integrate the standardized codes into routine radiology
systems. Rather, the standardized codes used for
this purpose often exist solely in a code translation table on a dedicated machine (or edge server),
which communicates with external systems.

Getting Started

Implementing a standardized set of radiology
procedure codes is a complex project. When contemplating whether and when to embark on such
a project, it is important to take several preparatory steps. First, review your organization’s goals
for workflow improvement and the scope of these
goals (eg, department, hospital, or enterprise
wide; or as part of an external network). Within a
department, such goals might include improved
hanging protocol functionality. Within a hospital,
the objective might be to facilitate more targeted
clinical decision support. Across an enterprise, the
intent might be to provide enterprise-wide subspecialty worklists so that subspecialty radiologists
at one location can review the results of examinations performed throughout the enterprise. For
external integration, the goal might be enrollment
in a national data registry. Second, understand the
hierarchy of information technology (IT) systems
within your organization and the current use of
procedure codes within these systems. Third,
anticipate upcoming IT system upgrades that
might represent opportunities for coding changes.
Finally, plan maintenance strategies to keep up
with changes in local examination lists and new
versions of the standardized codes (19).
In light of these factors, the decision to proceed
should involve a variety of stakeholders, including the departmental leadership, clinical radiologists, and the technical specialists who manage the
IT systems. Other potential participants include
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Figure 4. Use of the RadLex
Playbook Web service application
programming interface to map
local procedure codes to standardized codes. CPT codes from a local
chargemaster can serve as useful
intermediary codes in the mapping of local codes to standardized
codes. (a) In this example, a single
entry from a chargemaster (top)
shows the association of local code
1010 (“CT BRAIN WITHOUT CONTRAST”) with CPT code 70450
(yellow). Using this CPT code with
the RadLex Playbook Web service
call (7) (dotted box) yields the (excerpted) XML (xml) result shown
(shadowed box). This XML result
contains any matching RPIDs and
associated metadata (selected elements shown in green), which
can then be used to populate new
fields in the chargemaster to map
the local code to the standardized code (bottom). In this case,
a single matching RPID is found
(RPID22). In general, a given CPT
code may map to multiple RPIDs,
and multiple local codes may be
associated with a single CPT code,
so this approach does not facilitate
fully automated mapping. Even
so, using CPT codes as intermediary codes in this way can narrow
the list of possible matches. Note
also that the associated attribute
values such as modality and body
region may be stored and used
to facilitate various workflows.
(b) In this example, the chargemaster entry (top) for local code
1082 (“MRI SHOULDER WITHOUT
CONTRAST”) is shown with its
associated CPT code, 73221 (yellow). In this case, the RadLex Playbook Web service call (dotted box)
yields four matching RPIDs (shadowed box); the XML is further excerpted as compared with that in
a. Manual inspection leads to the
correct match, RPID525 (bottom),
from these four RPIDs.

representatives from referring clinical services
and leaders from the enterprise-level IT organization. For such a project to succeed, those entities
that govern the IT systems in question need to be
involved. Collaborations among departmental and
enterprise-level IT organizations are often already

established at large institutions, since the stewardship of radiology data is only one of many types of
IT governance across an enterprise. Leveraging or
developing such collaborations as part of a project
to update imaging procedure codes will serve to
expand the potential benefits to be gained from
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deploying standardized codes. For example, while
a department may be able to adopt standardized
codes internally—that is, within its own applications for its own purposes—engaging with hospital
or enterprise IT systems to extend such codes to
electronic medical records will create new opportunities for workflow improvement.
Once the decision to move forward is made and
the scope and objectives of the project are clearly
defined, the challenges of mapping local procedure codes to standardized codes can be mitigated
by using a combination of techniques. First, by
separating the master examination list into smaller
sections (eg, by modality or subspecialty), one
can divide the work into more manageable tasks.
Second, making use of CPT as a common coding
target can help simplify the mapping task. That is,
if the associations between local procedure codes
and CPT (ie, from the organization’s chargemaster) and between standardized codes and CPT
are known, then CPT terms can serve as useful
intermediate codes in the mapping process (17).
Third, departments and enterprises should make
use of the tools provided by the organizations
that publish terminologies. The RadLex Playbook
may be queried through a Web-based application
programming interface (API), which provides programmatic access to RPIDs, the associated code
attributes, and any LOINC mappings released as
part of the LOINC/RSNA Radiology Playbook
project (20). One portion of this API also enables a CPT-based search for RadLex Playbook
codes. With this interface, the use of CPT terms
as intermediate mapping codes may be partially
automated, as shown in Figure 4. The Regenstrief
Institute provides two tools for browsing and mapping local codes to LOINC codes: the RELMA
(Regenstrief LOINC mapping assistant), which is
a desktop mapping program, and the LOINC Web
search tool (21). Fourth, by using text searching
methods to analyze procedure names, one can
partially automate the process of finding specific
target codes, as described by Mabotuwana et al
(22). Finally, third-party consultants also provide
mapping services.
Looking ahead, more widespread adoption of
standardized radiology procedure codes may be
driven by several factors in the future. The first
factor is the trend toward consolidation of physician practices and hospitals. As networks expand,
the benefits of cross-enterprise data interchange
with use of standardized procedure codes will
become greater. The second factor is the growing role of data registries, such as those hosted at
the ACR National Radiology Data Registry (23).
Such registries depend on interoperability, and
registry enrollment will move institutions toward
the use of standardized coding systems. A third
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factor is related to laws and regulations such
as the Protecting Access to Medicare Act (24),
under which quality improvement activities (eg,
clinical decision support) are required. Standardized procedure codes are an important part of
such activities.

Conclusion

Procedure codes are a critical part of radiology
workflows. Historically, unstructured coding
systems have had limited semantic capability;
however, new standards for structured coding of
imaging procedures enable broader interoperability. The involvement of several key stakeholders
is required to adopt these structured codes. The
challenges of mapping local procedure codes to
standardized codes can be mitigated by using a
variety of mapping techniques.
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